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New Products

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1164-P3452_Odyssey_Slim_USB_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1157-P8231_Duke_Wireless_Power_Bank_Journal.aspx
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P6343 Ford Wax Canvas Messenger

P6347 Ford Wax Canvas Duffel

P6345 Ford Wax Canvas Backpack

P6342 Ford Wax Canvas Cable Bag
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As Low As
$25.00

$24.25

$47.50

$52.92

$68.67

Ford Wax Canvas Firewood CarrierP6340

P6340

This rugged waxed canvas collection is built-to-last. Made of water-
resistant 14 oz. waxed canvas with leather trim. The waxed canvas is 
durable, and It has a timeless & vintage appeal. 

P6345
P6342

P6343

P6347

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1147-P6340_Ford_wax_canvas_Firewood_Carrier.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1151-P6347_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Duffle.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1149-P6343_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Messenger.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1149-P6343_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Messenger.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1150-P6345_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1148-P6342_Ford_wax_canvas_Cable_Bag.aspx
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rPET Eco-friendly & Sustainable Products

P1654 rPET Folding Tote
P1717 rPET Zip Tote
P7143 18-can rPET Cooler
P4642 rPET Computer Tote
P7307 Cooler Backpack
P3443 rPET USB Computer Backpack

Page
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As Low As
$5.30

$9.20

$14.78

$20.42

$22.88

$24.17

Show off your commitment to a greener lifestyle with the Recycled PET 
products. The bags are made of woven fabrics and single use plastic 
water bottles. Promote your company’s pledge to a more sustainable 
lifestyle with these rPET products! 

P1654

P1717
P7143

P3443

P7307

P4642

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1126-P1717_rPET_Zip_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1155-p7143_18can_rPET_Cooler.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1132-P7307_rPET_Cooler_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1153-P1654_rPET_Folding_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1154-P4642_rPET_Computer_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1156-P3443_rPET_USB_Computer_Backpack.aspx
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P8231

P8235

P8231
Duke Wireless Power Bank Journal
This handy executive journal is great for staying charged 
while on-the-go. Done in leatherette with suede lining. The 
journal comes with an ingenious wireless charging on the 
front with a 5000 mAh power bank on the back. Simply 
insert  your wireless charging phone (compatible device 
only) into the pocket and press the power button on the 
back to begin charging. To recharge the journal, connect the 
micro USB on the bottom edge to power source. The back 
of the journal features a handy zipper pouch to store cards, 
pens, phone, etc. It comes with a replaceable 64 pages 
lined journal.       

Size:  5 ½”W x 9”H x 1”D   
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On front bottom approx. 3”W x 2”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 47.00 37.33 35.42 33.33             

P8235
Harvard Wireless Power Bank Padfolio
This padfolio is done in heathered PU and leatherette, 
and features an ingenious wireless charging system on 
the front & and a 5000 mAh power bank on the back. 
Simply insert your wireless charging phone (compatible 
device only) into the wireless charging pocket on the 
front and press the power button on the back to begin 
charging. To recharge the padfolio connect the micro 
USB on the bottom edge to power source. Inside the 
folio has pockets for notes& cards with a pen loop, and 
a 50 pages memo pad with calendar.       

Size:  10”W x 12”H x ¾”D   
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On front bottom approx. 4”W x 2 ½”H

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-6000
Deboss 57.00 45.42 43.24 40.84             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1157-P8231_Duke_Wireless_Power_Bank_Journal.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1158-P8235_Harvard_Wireless_Power_Bank_Padfolio.aspx
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P5272

P5274

P5268

P5268
Desktop Pen Holder w/ Wireless Charger
This nifty pen holder is a great gift for office or home. It functions as a 
normal pen holder but also includes a phone stand wireless charging ca-
pability. It also includes a regular USB & USB C ports on top for charging. 
Connect the USB C port on the back to power the device (cable Included)      

Size:  6”W x 3 ¾”H x 3 ¾”D    
Color:  White
Imprint:  On pen holder or on back 
 approx. 1 ¾”W x 1 ¾”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 21.50 17.25 16.63 15.92            

P5274
Turbo Wireless Charging Power Bank
This 10,000 mAh power bank has a wireless charging 
feature on the front. Simply power on with the side 
power button and align your wireless charging device 
(compatible devices only) or you can connect your USB 
cable to charge your device by wired connection. Dual 
traditional USB and USB C output ports allow you to 
charge two devices at the same time. To recharge 
connect the provided USB C cable to a power source. 
The LED indicator on the front shows you the remaining 
power level. 
Specifications:  
·         Capacity: 10,000 mAh Li-on battery
·         Input: 5V/2A
·         Output: 5V/2.1A
·         Wireless charging: 5W  

Size:  2 ¾”W x 5 ¾”H x 5/8”D    
Color:  Black
Imprint:  On the back approx. 1 ¾”W x 1  ¾”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 39.50 31.80 30.69 29.42             

P5272
Magnetic Magsafe Wireless Power Bank
Feel the power and convenience of the latest in wireless charging with the Mag-
Safe wireless power bank. The 5000 mAh power bank uses the magnets in the 
power bank to snap magnetically to the back of your iPhone and charges wire-
lessly via MagSafe technology (Compatible devices only). You can also charge 
your device through wired connection. Simply connect your provided USB cable 
to the USB port on the power bank. To recharge connect the provided micro 
USB cable to a power source. The LED lights show the level of charge. 
Specifications:  
·         Capacity: 5,000 mAh Li-on battery
·         Input: 5V/2A
·         Output: 5V/2A
·         MagSafe Wireless charging: 5W 

Size:  2 ½”W x 3 ½”H x ½”D    
Color:  Black
Imprint:  On the back approx. 1 ¾”W x 1 ¾”

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 29.50 23.72 22.88 21.92             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1159-P5272_Magnetic_Magsafe_Wireless_Power_Bank.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1160-P5274_Turbo_Wireless_Charging_Power_Bank.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1161-P5268_Desktop_Pen_Holder_w_Wireless_Charging.aspx
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P7307

P7143

P4630

P7143
18-can rPET Cooler
This eco-friendly recycled PET cooler is big enough 
to carry food & drink for a whole day out. Made of 
600D recycled PET polyester with heat-sealed, leak-
proof PEVA lining.  The 18 can capacity is perfect 
for oversized cans or bottles with plenty of room for 
snacks or meals. It also features a built-in bottle 
opener, handle gripper carry handles and an adjust-
able shoulder strap       

Size:  11” W x 10”H x 6 ¾” D    
Color:  Black, Navy
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 5” W x 4 ½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 20.00 16.04 15.45 14.78             

P4630
Carry-all Utility Tote
This carry-all utility tote is the perfect solution for all your storage 
needs. It makes transporting groceries or sporting/camping acces-
sories a breeze or use it as a trunk organizer. Made of 600D polyester 
with a wire frame keeps the bag wide open. The bottom of the tote 
includes a removable bottom board for support. Dual carry handles and 
a front open pocket complete the clever design. Supports up to 35 lbs.       

Size:  21” W x 11 ½” H x 10” D    
Color:  Black, Navy
Imprint:  On front pocket or back approx. 7” W x 6” H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 4” W x 3” H      

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 15.80 12.64 12.17 11.63             

P7307
rPET Cooler Backpack
This backpack cooler is made of eco friendly rPET 600D 
Polyester and it features foam padding and heat sealed 
PEVA lining which is leakproof. The cooler carries up to 24 
cans, perfect for hikes, camping or picnics. The front has a 
U shaped zip pocket to store smaller essentials & dual side 
mesh pockets for bottles. Finished with padded backpack 
straps and a rope carry handle.

Size:  10”W x 15”H x 7”D
Colors:  Black
Imprint:  On front pocket approx 6 ½”W x 5 ½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 30.80 24.77 23.89 22.88

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1155-p7143_18can_rPET_Cooler.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1132-P7307_rPET_Cooler_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1162-P4630_Carryall_Utility_Tote.aspx
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P1717

P1654

P2641

P1654
rPET Folding Tote
This eco friendly tote is great for giveaways or conventions. Lightweight & 
compact, the tote bag can be folded up and fits into the open pocket inside 
to be a pouch. Made of recycled rPET 210D poly. The inside open pocket 
can double as a small pouch for accessories while carrying. Dual carry 
handles and a mesh water bottle pocket on the side.       

Size:  15”W x 15 ½”H x 4 ½”D    
Color:  Black, Blue
Imprint:  On front or back approx. 8”W x 6”H

(1P3R) 96 97-480 481-1000 1001-2000
Imprint 7.36 5.85 5.59 5.30
Please add $0.32 (V) if it needs to ship the item folded.             

P2641
Maui Mesh Beach Tote
This lightweight large mesh beach tote is perfect 
for a day at the beach or on the water. The tote 
is made of a breathable nylon mesh with plenty of 
room for your clothes, towels, sandals, lotions, etc. 
The sewn-in zip pouch keeps your phone, keys, or 
wallet separate and secure.       

Size:  22” W x 16”H x 9” D    
Color:  Black, Blue
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 6”W x 5  ½”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 4”W x 3 ½”H      

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 14.40 11.51 11.07 10.58             

P1717
rPET Zip Tote
Made of eco friendly rPET material, this simple and stylish zip tote is 
perfect for convention or personal use. The front features dual open 
pockets, one pocket for bottles and another pocket for stationery with 
pen loop and card pocket. The main compartment has a zip closure at 
the top. Finished with dual carry handles.

Size:  17 ½”W x 14 ½”H x 4”D
Colors:  Grey
Imprint:  On right front pocket approx 8”W x 6”H 
 or left front pocket approx 4 ½”W x 6”H 
 or above pocket 5 ½”W x 4”H
Embroidery: On right front pocket approx 5”W x 4”H 
 or left front pocket approx 3”W x 3”H 
 or above pocket 3”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 60 61-240 241-600 601-1080
Imprint 12.56 10.02 9.62 9.20        

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1153-P1654_rPET_Folding_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1126-P1717_rPET_Zip_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1163-P2641_Maui_Mesh_Beach_Tote.aspx
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P3426

P3443

P3452

P3426
Vista Computer Backpack Tote
This tote backpack is fashionable and functional. Made 
of heathered 600D polyester and highlighted with gold 
zippers makes the bag stand out. The dual carry handles 
with a PU strap with button snap allows for the bag to 
be toted around. Inside the main compartment there is a 
padded sleeve for a 15 inch laptop and a 10 inch tablet. 
A front zip pocket and backpack straps completes this 
backpack. 
Specifications:  

Size:  11 ½”W x 17”H x 5”D    
Color:  Black, Navy
Imprint:  On front zip pocket approx. 7 ½”W x 5 ½”H
Embroidery:  On front zip pocket approx. 4 ½”W x 3 ¾”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 25.50 20.49 19.75 18.92             

P3443
rPET USB Computer Backpack
This classic computer backpack is made of eco friendly recycled 
PET 600D polyester. It features a built-in USB port for external 
charging through a power bank while on the go. The main 
compartment features a large zip mesh pocket inside for ac-
cessories and a padded sleeve for a 15 inch laptop and a 10” 
tablet. The bag is well protected with thick foam padding. The 
side pockets include an elastic open pocket and a mesh pocket 
for bottles.      

Size:  12” W x 17 ½” H x 7” D    
Color:  Black
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 7” W x 5” H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 4 ½” W x 3 ½” H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 32.50 26.14 25.22 24.17             

P3452
Odyssey Slim USB Backpack
The Slim USB backpack has all the pockets & features for the 
tech savvy individuals. The main compartment has a padded 
sleeve for a 17 inch laptop and a 10 inch tablet ,and the 
gusset has a built-in USB port for external charging through a 
power bank while on the go.The front compartment has a full 
organizer including two large open pockets, two zip pockets, 
and 2 pen loops. The front panel  has two hidden zip pockets 
which complements the modern appeal. A soft carry handle 
at the top and a trolley strap on the back for easy transporta-
tion. The whole case is well padded for better protection. 
Made of 600D heathered polyester.       

Size:  12”W x 18”H x 6”D   
Color:  Grey
Imprint:  On the front pocket approx. 8”W x 5 ½”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 4 ½”W x 3 ½”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 40.50 32.61 31.47 30.17             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1152-P3426_Vista_Computer_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1156-P3443_rPET_USB_Computer_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1164-P3452_Odyssey_Slim_USB_Backpack.aspx
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P4642

P6340

P6342

P6342
Ford Wax Canvas Cable Bag
This heavy duty waxed canvas cable bag is built to last. The 
cable bag has ample space for jumper cables, extension cords, 
power tools, etc. and there are pockets inside to organize 
smaller tools like screwdriver, wrench, pliers, or a knife. This 
convenient cable bag is great to store in your car or at home 
for emergencies. Dual carry handles with outside pockets for 
accessories. Made of water resistant 14 OZ. waxed canvas.      

Size:  13 ½” W x 13 ½” H x 3” D    
Color:  Brown
Imprint:  On or above front pocket approx. 4 ½”W x 4 ½”H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 32.70 26.31 25.34 24.25             

P6340
Ford Wax Canvas Firewood Carrier
This firewood carrier makes transporting your firewood 
a breeze. Made of a tough, water resistant 14OZ waxed 
canvas with extra wide 2 inch heavy-duty webbing 
handles. The firewood carrier wraps around the firewood 
and the soft carry handles makes it easy to transport.      

Size:  17 ½” W x 19” H (Folded)    
Color:  Brown
Imprint:  On front or back approx. 5” W x 5”H
Embroidery:  On front or back approx. 3 ½” W x 3 ½” H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 33.70 27.12 26.12 25.00             

P4642
rPET Computer Tote
This computer tote is great for commuting 
to the office. Made of rPET 600D polyester 
for the eco conscious individuals. Inside has a 
padded sleeve inside for a 17 inch laptop and 
a 10 inch tablet with plenty of room for all your 
books & files. It also features an organizer with 
a zippered pocket, card pockets, and 2 pen 
loops inside. Zipper closure at the top secures 
everything in place. A trolley strap on the back 
fits over a luggage handle. The tote is finished 
with a large front open pocket,  carry handles, 
and a detachable padded shoulder strap.       

Size:  18”W x 14 ½”H x 5 ½”D   
Color:  Black
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 8”W x 6”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 5”W  x 4”H

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Imprint 27.50 22.10 21.31 20.42             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1154-P4642_rPET_Computer_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1147-P6340_Ford_wax_canvas_Firewood_Carrier.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1148-P6342_Ford_wax_canvas_Cable_Bag.aspx
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P8860

P7126

P7129

P7375

P8860
Leather Waist Pack/ Sling Bag
Slim & lightweight this waist/sling pack is a perfect solution for 
storing all your personal valuables while on-the-go. The main com-
partment has a zip pocket inside for important credentials, and a 
pocket outside for accessories. Wear it around the waist or sling 
it over the shoulder for convenience. Made of supple NAPA leather 
with leatherette trim.     

Size:  12 ½” W x 6” H x 2 ½” D    
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4” W x 2 ½” H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 36.00 28.56 27.22 25.75             

P7375
Leather Toiletry Kit
This classic toiletry bag has a spacious zippered vinyl lined 
compartment for easy cleaning and a zip pocket on the front for 
smaller accessories. Soft carry handle on the side for convenient 
carry. Made of luxe NAPA leather with leatherette trim.     

Size:  9 ½” W x 5 ½” H x 5 ½” D    
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4” W x 2 ½” H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 39.40 31.18 29.61 28.08             

P7126
Leather Golf Pouch
A perfect gift for golf enthusiasts of all levels, this handy 
& practical golf pouch is a must-have on the course. 
The right side there is space to organize golf balls and 
tees while the left side there are pockets for your phone, 
money, keys, & a scorecard. The backside features a clip 
to attach to the golf bag. Done in supple NAPA leather 
with leatherette trim.     

Size:  5 ¼” W x 8” H x 2” D    
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 3 ¾” W x 2 ½” H      

(1P3R) 48 49-144 145-400 401-800
Deboss 39.40 31.18 29.61 28.08             

P7129
Leather Golf Shoe Bag
This elegant golf shoe bag is a perfect compliment to your golf 
game. Done in luxe NAPA leather with leatherette trim. Inside the 
shoe bag features a rich velvet lining, dual air vents, and a large 
U-shaped opening for easy access. Soft carry handle at the top for 
convenient transportation.     

Size:  9” W x 14” H x 5” D    
Color:  Black
Deboss:  On the flap approx. 4” W x 3” H
Embroidery:  On the flap approx. 3 ½” W x 3 ½” H      

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Deboss 70.00 56.18 53.89 51.42             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1143-P8860_Leather_Waist_Pack_Sling_Bag.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1145-P7375_Leather_Toiletry_Dopp_Kit.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1144-P7126_Leather_Golf_Pouch.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1146-P7129_Leather_Golf_Shoe_Bag.aspx
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P6343

P6533

P6538

P6343
Ford Wax Canvas Messenger
Made of water resistant 14 OZ waxed canvas with leather trim, this rugged waxed 
canvas messenger is built to last. The flap over messenger has dual magnetic 
leather buckle snaps. Under the flap the main compartment has a padded sleeve 
for 15 inch laptop and a 10” tablet, with plenty of space for books or files. The front 
open pocket has organizer with two pen loops, an open pocket and card pocket. On 
the back there is a zip pocket and a trolley strap. Finished with a top carry handle, 
two side open pockets  and a detachable padded shoulder strap.      

Size:  15” W x 12”H x 4 ½” D    
Color:  Brown
Imprint:  On flap approx. 6 ½” W x 4”H
Deboss:  On flap edge approx. 4 ½” W x 1 ½”H
Embroidery:  On flap approx. 4” W x 2 ¾”H      

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 63.70 51.37 49.55 47.50
Deboss 69.00 55.12 52.60 49.83             

P6538
Prato Leather Duffle
Show off in style with this classic leather duffel. Made of supple full grain 
nappa leather. The duffle features a spacious main compartment, a zip 
pocket and two large open pockets inside. Five metal feet at the bottom 
to protect against wear. Side button snaps, soft dual carry handles and 
detachable padded shoulder strap complete this luxe piece.       

Size:  22”W x 12”H x 10”D    
Color:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On front pocket approx. 4 1/2 ”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 177.00 142.47 137.08 131.00             

P6533
Luca Leather Messenger
Made of supple full grain nappa leather. This flap over messenger carries 
all the business essentials. The flap is secured by dual tuck locks. Inside 
the main compartment there is a zip pocket & a padded sleeve for 15 inch 
laptop with plenty of space for books or files. The front open pocket has 
a full organizer with two pen loops, an open pocket and 4 card pockets. 
An open pocket on the back for additional storage. The messenger comes 
complete with two side open pockets, a top carry handle and an adjustable 
padded shoulder strap.       

Size:  15”W x 11 ½”H x 4 ½”D    
Color:  Black, Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx, 4 ½”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 145.00 116.60 112.08 107.00             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1149-P6343_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Messenger.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1165-P6533_Luca_Leather_Messenger.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1166-P6538_Prato_Leather_Duffle.aspx


On our website we carry over 500 different items and styles for your projects. Our product offerings 
include backpacks, coolers, wine cases, totes, hi-tech & solar bags, computer cases, leather cases, 
wallets & small leather goods, padfolios, cosmetic bags, duffels, and luggage. We are continually 
committed to providing trendy, unique, and affordable solutions throughout the year!

www.preferrednation.com
Visit our website to view our full product assortment.

• All prices include one color imprint or deboss whichever indicated.
• Set-Up: $50.00(V) per color for imprint or $100.00 (v) for deboss,$50.00 (v) for engraving.

* Please check our website for the latest pricing

P6345

P6347

P6347
Ford Wax Canvas Duffel
This rustic waxed canvas duffle has a timeless vintage appeal. Made of 
water resistant 14 OZ. waxed canvas with leather trim and leather carry 
handles, it is built to last. The side of the duffel has a separate pocket for 
shoes making it a perfect travel bag for any adventure. Inside the main 
compartment, it has a large zip pocket, and the backside of the bag has 
trolley strap for easy transport.  Five metal feet on the bottom to protect 
against wear and a detachable adjustable shoulder strap to complete this 
awesome bag.     

Size:  21” W x 11”H x 11” D    
Color:  Brown
Imprint:  On front pocket approx. 6” W x 4 ½”H
Deboss:  On leather patch above front pocket approx. 3 ¼” W x 1 ½”H
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx. 3 ½” W x 2 ¾”H      

(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480
Imprint 92.00 74.25 71.65 68.67
Deboss 97.00 77.75 74.48 70.83             

P6345
Ford Wax Canvas Backpack
This rugged waxed canvas is built to last. Made of water resistant 
14 OZ. waxed canvas with leather trim. This full size flap over 
backpack is secured by the leather buckle strap with magnetic 
snap. Under the flap there are multiple organization options with a 
small zip pocket, a large front zip compartment that has an orga-
nizer for pens, notes, and cards. The zippered main compartment 
has a padded sleeve for a 17 inch laptop and a 10” tablet sleeve, 
and plenty of space for books, files, etc.  Two large pockets on the 
sides for bottles and accessories.      

Size:  12 ½” W x 17”H x 6” D    
Color:  Brown
Imprint:  On bottom pocket or on flap approx. 7 ½”W x 4”H
Deboss:  On flap edge approx. 3 ¾”W x 1 ½”H
Embroidery:  On bottom pocket or on flap approx. 4”W x 2 ½”H      

(1P3R) 36 37-120 121-300 301-600
Imprint 71.00 57.28 55.24 52.92
Deboss 76.00 60.78 58.07 55.08             

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1150-P6345_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Backpack.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1151-P6347_Ford_Wax_Canvas_Duffle.aspx



